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� Chord Survival

� Competent Chords

� Interesting Ideas Occasionally

� Vision

Once at “Competent Chords” how do we 
accelerate this path towards “Vision”?



� What inspired the composer(s) to write the 
song?

� What inspires you (and/or the commissioning 
ensemble) about the song?

� Sit in the audience and envision the group 
performing it.  Feel the emotional journey to 
create the inspiration desired  
� What happened?



� Era of the song

� Pre Tin Pan Alley (1800’s-190x)

� Tin Pan Alley and the Great American Songbook 
(19xx – 1960’s)

� “Rock & Roll”/Contemporary (1950’s to current)

� Relationship of the Verse and Chorus

 WHERE IS THE STORY?

 What needs to be said?



� Most typical barbershop songs

� Verse is introduction – element of suspense

 Avoid dragging this out!!!  Keep it moving!!!

� Chorus is story – resolution



� Examine Song Form

� AABA

� ABAC

� ABCA

� Etc.



� VERSE/INTRO

� Do you need?

� Write in the language of the composer if new

� CHORUS

� After the first chorus do you need to say more?

� Full chorus/Half chorus/New Song?

� TAG

� Balanced with the rest of the song



� All songs are written in pursuit of an objective

WHY ARE YOU STILL SINGING?

� Definition of Insanity
� Doing the same thing and expecting different results

 Composer changes melody and lyrics (could affect rhythms)

 Arranger changes textures, form, chords, lyrics, rhythms, 
essentially EVERYTHING

� If you don’t, then the performer has to or may choose a 
different path than you would (or may choose no path)



� VERSE/INTRO

� Does this express suspense and/or create 
momentum as appropriate?

� CHORUS

� At the end of each section (AABA, etc.), consider 
allowing the singer to have a two way conversation

 The response informs the next phrase/stanza

� Any restatement needs to have different textures 
and/or voicings to express a heightened emotional 
situation



There are 
slight 

changes to 
the opening 
two phrases 

of each 
section 

(btw, the 
third phrase 

is 
identically 
arranged to 

the first 
chord wise).

Straight

More 
passion

Star 
Power



� TAG

� Never write ambiguous tags.  Tags should be clear 
as to the emotional state the performer should reflect

� The Vocal Majority - You Don't Know Me – YouTube
Start 2:14



� VERSE (SEVERAL!)

� Story

� CHORUS

� Statement of Belief

� Rallying Cry

� Call to Action

 NOT STORY!

Most of us in an a 
cappella format are 

unable to sustain this 
sort of musical 
development.

It is up to the creative 
arranger to keep the 

audience’s interest alive



� CONSTANT TEMPO
� Rhythmic Propellants

� Keep the rhythms consistent with the melodic 
rhythms if possible

� BALLADS/RUBATO
� Actually serves as brakes – you are telling the 

performer to slow down OR create a bit more 
tension

� If you want the performer to move through 
something, don’t put a swipe or echo in (or keep it 
minimal)!



� As melody from phrase to phrase goes up,    
the urgency of the story line increases

� As melody from phrase to phrase goes down, 
the intimacy of the story line increases

Make your arrangement choices match the melody

Think in terms of EMOTION, not DYNAMICS



� Thanks!!!

� Kevin Keller

� kkbari@charter.net

� kaksings@gmail.com


